Most importantly, carry lots of mace, because Black is definitely not your color. Monsters run rampant.

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Be careful on October 31. If you meet Jamie Lee Curtis, you happen to run into Norman, don’t enquire about his run down hotels run by anyone with the last name Bates. If you are wondering, just don’t dwell on the Bates portion of the hotel.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Keep your head, attached or not, on what you are doing. Focus on where you are going. Follow these simple steps to avoid the dark side. Avoid the color black.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Readily engage random strangers for special treats. Candy is sweet. However, beware nasty tricks from those close to you.

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

At all costs, avoid the cemetery. Stay away from hollowed trees. Avoid plugged lawns. Holy ground could prove unsettling. Be slow to those who stay up late. Get lots of sleep.

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

You may be encountering tricky affairs. Keep a steady pace. Avoid unhealthy relationships with ghouls and goblins. Stay in your stomach is most unsettling.

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Yellow is your strong color. Stay bright and cheerful. Avoid run down hotels run by anyone with the last name Bates. If you are wondering, just don’t dwell on the Bates portion of the hotel.

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Enjoy this time of year. Go to that weekend party. Have fun with business casual affairs. Avoid state bagels. Coraline makes nice table decorations.

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

Be careful on October 31. If you meet Jamie Lee Curtis, just watch yourself. If you happen to see Donald Passameco at night, run. Far away and from him.

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Pumpkins are in season. Cooking this time of year is most acceptable. Pumpkin pie is a nice dessert. However, try to avoid any pumpkin seeds. Patches of large melons are acceptable. Pumpkin pie is a nice dessert. However, try to avoid any pumpkin seeds.

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Black is definitely not your color. Monsters run rampant. Carry lots of mace, because Black is definitely not your color.

What is in Blou Carmen’s closet? By Natalie Lewis

Blou Carmen’s closet...or one of them Portland: a 1940-1910 black silk jacket that is covetable in embroidery of animals and such. It was actually cheaper than $30. I looked it up on the internet, and they say for $1000. I also have one of George’s great grandmother’s white dresses. I love the Victorian era.

HOS: Do you ever take “off days” from fashion? BC: (Laugh!) That’s really a good question! In the summer, I kind of have a uniform—like one pair of short or one tank top that I wear a lot. I do get bored if I don’t wear something different. I like to think in fashion as a form of art, and I think of the body as a canvas. I like putting combinations together, playing around.

HOS: Who are your style icons? BC: I don’t really have anybody that I read Vogue until a couple years ago. I really like a few descriptors: Carmen Marc Valvo. I’ve been on “fashion trends,” on one of the satellite channels. They just take people’s part of fashion shows and string them all together... so commentary... I never see the clothes [anywhere] (it never shows up in magazines). [Silk dresses] are feminine, and finery... they have a lot of hand work. I had Betsy Johnson for a bit. She is known for being one of the stylish people at CHS. HOS: Ready? That’s a surprise. I suggest when you go to college, just stop by. Once you have a certain niche, but when you go somewhere else, just go for it. A huge part of my motivation to take the time to dress [on show day] is to be interesting...something that people will not be bored looking at. I’m in front of classes for a long time, and if people have to look at me, I might as well be interesting. I’m surprised people think that I think it’s wonderful... very validating. HOS: Anything else? BC: I like to encourage people to take risks. I like to encourage people to take risks, especially in fashion. Fashion is a good place to start. I don’t think anybody... as long as you aren’t sleazy. Fashion can be really fun.